
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LIFE OF ALEXANDER PUSHKIN

Pushkin This year we celebrate the th anniversary of the birth of Alexander Pushkin, Russia's greatest poet. Pushkin
was born in Moscow on June 6.

Pushkin headed south to what is now Ukraine, the northern Caucasus, and the Crimea, and from these
experiences he composed his so-called "southern cycle" of poems. Ganibal was the favored general of Peter
the Great, highly proficient in mathematics, engineering, and cryptology and treated as a member of the royal
family. Posted By siiix in Pushkin, Alexander 5 Replies One Hundred Years of Euro-Russian Culture: After
Pushkin This prose-poem examines the roots of the poem-fragment, the literary fragment, and my own work
as a 21st century form that finds its origins in Pushkin--to some extent. On 26 January 7 February in the
Gregorian calendar of Pushkin sent a "highly insulting letter" to Heeckeren. While at the Lyceum he also
began his first completed major work, the romantic poem Ruslan i Lyudmila ; Ruslan and Ludmila , written in
the style of the narrative poems of Ludovico Ariosto and Voltaire but with an old Russian setting and making
use of Russian folklore. Alone and isolated, he embarked on a close study of Russian history; he came to
know the peasants on the estate and interested himself in noting folktales and songs. Dancing at one of these
balls was followed in March by her having a miscarriage. He soon not only became the unofficial laureate of
the lycee, but found a wider audience and recognition. Pushkina to attend court balls. Pushkin was very proud
of his dual heritage, and began, but never completed a biography of his great grandfather titled 'The Negro of
Peter the Great. Batyushkov and V. Pushkin's paramount position in the history of Russian literature is owed
to his rejuvenation of the Russian language and literary forms. The year after the Decembrist Revolt, in which
several of Pushkin's friends were involved, Pushkin was pardoned by Tsar Nicholas I and allowed to return to
Moscow. Several times he was questioned by the police about poems he had written. At the same time he was
working on his first large-scale work, Ruslan and Ludmila. Today, as annually on the 10th of February, 6th of
June, 21st of August - memory day, the poet's birthday and the date of his arrival at exile-at the poet's
gravestone a joint pray will be carried out for the repose of the eternal sole of Alexander Pushkin. After an
investigation the showed Pushkin had been behaving himself, he was summoned to leave immediately for an
audience with Nicholas I. The journal was not a financial success, and it involved him in endless editoral and
financial cares and in difficulties with the censors, for it gave importantly placed enemies among them the
opportunity to pay him off. During this period the specifically Russian features of his poetry became steadily
more marked. In , Pushkin moved to Odessa , where he again clashed with the government, which sent him
into exile on his mother's rural estate of Mikhailovskoye near Pskov from to  He wrote his first verses in
French, that'same in the lycee was "Frenchman".


